Growing Teratoma Syndrome—A Clinicoradiological Series
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Abstract

Context Growing teratoma syndrome (GTS) is a rare entity seen following chemotherapy for metastatic nonseminomatous germ cell tumors, characterized by increase in size of the metastatic deposits, with normal serum tumor markers.

Aims In this article, we aim to describe the various clinicoradiological presentations of GTS treated at our center.

Design All patients who satisfied the GTS criteria from 2001 to 2019 were included. Characteristic imaging appearances along with sites of primary lesion and metastatic disease, stage and risk stratification at diagnosis, details of chemotherapy, details of surgical treatment and histopathology, levels of tumor markers, serum β-human chorionic gonadotropin, lactate dehydrogenase, and alpha fetoprotein levels at baseline and at the end of all chemotherapy were analyzed.

Results The significant radiological findings observed were an increase in the fat and cystic components and appearance of coarse calcifications within the lesions. Majority of the cases were male patients (87.5%) with testicular primaries and GTS transformation in nodal metastases being the most common occurrence (75%). All eight cases (100%) showed an increase in size and cystic component, whereas four out of eight cases (50%) had presence of internal septations and internal calcification.

Conclusion Early recognition of this entity and clinical decision making through serial radiological imaging are of utmost importance as these growing deposits are resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy, with complete surgical excision being the only curative and definitive treatment option.
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Introduction

Growing teratoma syndrome (GTS) is a rare entity, with an estimated incidence of 1.9 to 12%, following chemotherapy for nonseminomatous germ cell tumors (NSGCTs) of gonadal and extragonadal origin, respectively. Patients with an increase in size of metastatic lesions (in case of gonadal primaries) in the presence of normalized serum tumor markers fit into the label of “growing teratoma syndrome.” Though GTS is commonly diagnosed at the end of first-line
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chemotherapy for gonadal GCTs, there are also reports of GTS transformation in primary lesions of mediastinal GCTs as described in this case series.3

Following the initial report by Logothetis et al, three criteria are essential for the diagnosis of GTS: (i) normalization of previously elevated serum tumor markers, that is, alpha fetoprotein (AFP), and/or β-human chorionic gonadotrophin (β-HCG); (ii) increase in size of tumor while on or after completion of chemotherapy for NSGCT; and (iii) absence of any viable NSGCT component other than mature teratoma in the resected specimen.4 GTS, thus, poses a diagnostic dilemma, owing to the improving clinical condition of the patient with radiological progression in the setting of normal tumor markers. Early diagnosis of GTS is of utmost importance since these patients have an excellent prognosis, following early and complete resection of the metastatic lesions.5,6 Since GTS does not respond to chemotherapy or radiation therapy, timely recognition of this condition is essential to avoid unnecessary escalation of treatment to subsequent lines of salvage chemotherapy, which adds unnecessary toxicity in lieu of any additional benefit to the patient. Complete surgical resection is the current gold standard for treatment of GTS.7

In this case series, we describe eight patients with proven GTS, with different modes of presentation and at different timelines from the initiation of chemotherapy. We aim to provide more insight into GTS, in terms of the varying clinicoradiological presentations and their outcomes following appropriate surgical intervention.

Methodology

We reviewed the computed tomographic (CT) imaging of all patients diagnosed with germ cell tumors at our center from 2001 to 2019. All patients whose scans showed a significant increase in size of tumor deposits in the presence of normalized tumor markers following chemotherapy were included. Baseline characteristics including the sites of primary lesion and metastatic disease, stage and risk stratification at diagnosis, details of chemotherapy, details of surgical treatment, and histopathology were collected. We noted the levels of tumor markers, serum β-HCG, lactate dehydrogenase, and AFP levels, at baseline and at the end of all chemotherapy. In addition to increase in the size of the lesions on imaging as mentioned above, we also reviewed few specific radiological findings like increase in cystic/fat components and appearance of calcifications in these lesions. All the cases were analyzed by three radiologists with 3 to 15 years of reporting experience among them, two of them specialized in chest and abdominal radiology. These radiological findings are described in detail in Table 1. Histopathology of all the cases were analyzed by pathologists with a minimum of 3 years pathology reporting experience. Seven out of the eight patients had histopathology fulfilling the criteria of GTS (presence of mature teratomatous components only). One patient (ovarian primary) fulfilled all the criteria of GTS, but did not undergo surgery and hence no histopathological evidence. All patients were followed up with serial CT imaging and estimation of tumor markers at intervals of 4 to 6 months. Exclusion criteria included patients with radiological evidence of increase in size of the lesions with infiltration into surrounding structures, elevated tumor markers/insufficient laboratory evidence of tumor markers, and incomplete follow-up imaging.

Results

There were eight cases that satisfied the inclusion criteria and were analyzed accordingly. The demographic, radiological, and histopathology results of all the eight cases have been tabulated in Table 1.

Demographic results: Out of the eight cases, seven were male and only one was female patient. Age group was 17 to 44 years with mean age of 27 years.

Primary site: In our study, testicular primaries were the commonest, accounting for six (75%) out of eight patients in our series. Ovarian primary and primary mediastinal primary GCT accounted for one patient each, indicating the rarity of this association.

GTS transformation: Of our eight cases, there was a rare occurrence of GTS transformation of the primary site in one patient with primary mediastinal NSGCT. Among the remaining, GTS was encountered in nodal metastases in seven (75%) out of eight cases, all of whom had a primary of gonadal germ cell tumors. Five (62.5%) of our eight cases had retroperitoneal nodal metastases.

Radiological features: All the eight cases (100%) showed an increase in size and cystic component and well-circumscribed margins with no infiltration into the surrounding structures. Four out of the eight cases (50%) had the presence of internal septations and internal calcification. Only one case had an increase in the fat component.

Discussion

Though the term “growing teratoma syndrome” was first coined by Logothetis et al in 1982, the description of benign enlargement of metastatic lesions, among patients with NSGCTs following chemotherapy, was described almost a decade earlier by many other centers.4,8–10 The exact etiology of this condition is poorly understood; however, the proposed theories attribute this to the target specificity of chemotherapy to destroy only malignant cells, leaving behind residual benign mature teratomatous cells that continue to proliferate, (or) an alteration of cell kinetics by chemotherapy, resulting in a benign proliferation of mature teratomatous cells leading to increase in size of these metastatic lesions.9,10

The chemotherapeutic agents used in treatment of GCT are platinum based, with a combination of bleomycin, etoposide, and cisplatin (BEP) being the standard of care as first-line treatment.11–13 Six out of eight cases received four cycles of BEP chemotherapy as first-line treatment, one received three cycles, and one received six cycles of BEP chemotherapy. All cases had documented normal tumor markers at the end of treatment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age/sex</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Treatment received</th>
<th>Site of metastases</th>
<th>Radiological characteristics—postchemotherapy</th>
<th>Treatment received for metastatic lesions</th>
<th>Histopathology findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34/M</td>
<td>NSGCT—left testis</td>
<td>Left high inguinal orchidectomy, 4 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Left paraaortic nodal mass</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Predominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17/M</td>
<td>NSGCT—right testis</td>
<td>Right high inguinal orchidectomy, 4 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Left cervical, retroperitoneal and mediastinal nodal mass</td>
<td>Significant increase and decrease in the internal vascularity</td>
<td>Better delineated and smooth margins</td>
<td>New cystic areas present with increase in the areas of necrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/M</td>
<td>Mixed GCT—left testis</td>
<td>Left high inguinal orchidectomy, 4 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Left paraaortic nodal mass at presentation before start of chemotherapy, interim CECT, post two cycles of chemotherapy</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26/M</td>
<td>GCT—left testis</td>
<td>Left high inguinal orchidectomy, 3 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Left lung upper lobe lesion, mediastinal and left paraaortic nodal mass</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>48/M</td>
<td>NSGCT—left testis</td>
<td>Left high inguinal orchidectomy, 6 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Retrocrural nodal mass—metastatic lesion, follow-up CT scans done 10, 11, and 24 years post-treatment</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
<td>Well encapsulated with no infiltration into the surrounding structures</td>
<td>Predominant with subsequent disappearance of small eccentric solid component over the years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>34/M</td>
<td>NSGCT—left testis</td>
<td>Left high inguinal orchidectomy, 4 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Left paraaortic nodal mass</td>
<td>Increase in size</td>
<td>Predominant</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17/M</td>
<td>Anterior mediastinal mass</td>
<td>4 cycles of BEP chemotherapy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Significant increase</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Large cystic areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22/F</td>
<td>Right ovary—GCT</td>
<td>2 cycles of EP neoadjuvant chemotherapy, surgery, followed by 2 more cycles of EP chemotherapy</td>
<td>Right subdiaphragmatic lesion seen at presentation, new lesion—pleural based lesion along the right posterior pleura in the follow-up scans in the presence of normalized tumor markers</td>
<td>Increase in size</td>
<td>Increase in size</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BEP, bleomycin, etoposide, and cisplatin; CECT, contrast-enhanced computed tomography; GCT, germ cell tumor; NSGCT, nonseminomatous germ cell tumor.
GTS most commonly occurs in residual nodal masses, in the setting of testicular NSGCT. The most common type of metastatic lesions involved are retroperitoneal nodal metastases followed by lung lesions and supraclavicular nodes. A representative figure of classical GTS transformation in retroperitoneal paraaortic node is shown in Fig. 1. Five (62.5%) of our eight cases had GTS in retroperitoneal nodal metastases. We also noted that GTS lesions have a varied growth rate with increase in size of the lesions being detected at different timeframes ranging from just after the initiation of chemotherapy, 2 years postchemotherapy and up to a period of 25 years after initial treatment.

Prompt recognition of salient radiological features favoring a diagnosis of GTS by the radiologist plays a crucial role in directing the management of postchemotherapy masses in patients with GCTs, especially in the scenario of an enlarging previously seen mass with normal serum tumor markers. The presence of a well circumscribed margin, curvilinear calcifications increase, or new appearance of fat and cystic components are typically described and are the "radiological equivalents" of mature teratomatous elements seen on histopathology. Salient radiological features are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.

All of our patients showed increase in size and cystic component on imaging in the presence of normalized serum markers, which fulfill all the criteria of GTS and were supported by the presence of only mature teratomatous elements on histology. A representative histology picture from one of our cases is shown in Fig. 5.

Another important radiological feature specific to GTS is the absence of infiltration of surrounding structures, despite the large size and significant mass effect as evident in all of our cases where the lesions showed well-defined, rounded margins. The absence of uptake on fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (if performed) and lack of locoregional infiltration are attributed to the absence of viable tumor cells and may help differentiate GTS from residual viable tumor radiologically.

There are other transformations that occur postchemotherapy in GCTs, like carcinomatous or sarcomatous transformations or chemotherapeutic retroconversion (CR) that occur either in a primary GCT or in the metastatic lesions. The radiological characteristics differentiating these conditions are given in Table 2. Increase in the size of the lesions is the most important sign to distinguish a GTS from CR. Serial review of all previous imaging helps distinguish GTS from CR as the tumor masses in GTS grow to large sizes and

Fig. 1 Prechemotherapy axial contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) scan of mid abdomen (A) showing a left paraaortic nodal mass that is predominantly solid with central necrosis. Postchemotherapy CECT scan (B) at the same level showing significant increase in the size of the left paraaortic mass, currently with a predominant cystic appearance and thin internal septations.

Fig. 2 Prechemotherapy axial contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) image of thorax (A) showing a conglomerate enhancing prevascular mediastinal nodal mass (arrow in A) with prominent vessels supplying it. Postchemotherapy axial CECT images of thorax (B), showing significant increase in size with reduction in the enhancement, more cystic/necrotic areas and decrease in the vascularity as compared with the prechemotherapy scan.

Fig. 3 Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) at presentation (A) showing a predominantly cystic retrocrural mass with a small eccentric solid component on the right side (arrow); CECT done a year later (B), showing a mild increase in the retrocrural mass and CECT done 24 years postorchidectomy (C), showing significant increase in size of the retrocrural lesion with only cystic component, thin internal septations, and calcification (arrow).

Fig. 5 Representative histology picture from one of our cases.
cause various locoregional complications as described below in contrast to tumor masses in CR that do not show a gross increase in size. Complete surgical resection is the most effective treatment and is associated with high cure rates (~89%). For partially resected or recurrent tumors, there may be a need for periodic imaging and repeat surgical excision in the event of radiological progression, due to the chemo-resistant nature of the disease and due to the probability of viable tumor being left behind. Despite their non-malignant nature, these large lesions pose the higher risk of intraoperative complications including cardiopulmonary deterioration. In our study, two cases had only partial resection of the metastatic lesions and were kept on follow-up; one case had no surgery and was kept on follow-up for the metastatic lesion. All these residual metastatic lesions developed GTS transformation over a period of time; this reinforces the need for early detection, recognition, and complete surgical resection of all the lesions in GTS.

Fig. 4 Prechemotherapy contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) thorax (A) shows a left anterior mediastinal mass with solid and cystic areas and coarse calcifications. Repeat CECT after four cycles of bleomycin, etoposide, and cisplatin chemotherapy (B), demonstrating a significant increase in the size and large cystic areas within and presence of thin internal septations (arrow).

Fig. 5 Mature cystic teratomatous elements hematoxylin and eosin at 40x magnification showing parts of a cyst wall lined partly by squamous epithelium and partly by columnar epithelium. The cyst wall shows mature cartilage, fibrous connective tissue, and muscle fibers.
Medical therapy with interferon has been reported to have some benefit in patients with large lesions with size-related complications and not suitable for surgery. After surgery for GTS, patients are followed up with serial CT imaging at least once every 6 months for the first year and then yearly for the minimum next 4 years, as late recurrences of GTS have been described and also seen in our case series. Two of our cases showed the development of new lesions with GTS transformation (which were not seen in the initial scans) during/post completion of chemotherapy. Hence, follow-up imaging plays a very crucial role. We acknowledge that our study is limited by its retrospective nature and the small numbers. However, generation of real-world data plays a significant role in guiding treatment decisions in rare entities like GTS.

Patients with NSGCTs from low middle-income countries like ours often present with large retroperitoneal or mediastinal masses that may not be amenable for surgical excision due to their extent and often remain on follow-up. There is also a higher rate of treatment abandonment among our patients with testicular cancer when compared with their Western counterparts, which in turn increases the likelihood of GTS transformation of residual masses. This reiterates the need for early recognition of GTS among our patients, considering that timely surgery is curative.

**Conclusion**

GTS is a rare entity characterized by the increase in size of metastatic lesions in patients with NSGCTs on or following chemotherapy, in the presence of normal serum tumor markers. Diagnosis is made on serial radiological imaging and presence of only residual mature teratoma on the excised surgical specimen. Radiological features in favor of GTS are the development of better-defined lesions with development of cystic areas, fat density, and calcifications. Early clinicoradiological diagnosis followed by complete surgical excision improves survival outcomes of these patients and avoids unnecessary and futile escalation to other lines of chemotherapy.
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**Table 2** Summary of characteristics to distinguish between GTS, chemotherapeutic retroconversion and malignant transformation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Growing teratoma syndrome</th>
<th>Chemotherapeutic retroconversion</th>
<th>Malignant transformation (carcinomatous/sarcomatous)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor markers</td>
<td>Normal/decreased</td>
<td>Normal/decreased</td>
<td>Elevated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Gross increase</td>
<td>No/mild increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margins</td>
<td>Well-defined</td>
<td>Well-defined</td>
<td>Ill-defined and infiltration of surrounding structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystic areas</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcification, internal septations, necrotic areas</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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